
Best Practices
Addressing the Trends & Challenges Ahead in 

the Digital Experience
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NUMBERS THAT MATTER

Subscription optimization requires tracking KPIs along the customer journey

PromoteRegisterClick RenewConsider Purchase

LoyalActiveNew Customer  Known Proposed AdvocateUser

Next Best Action
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Median

Annual Renewal 
Rate First Year 10+ PageviewsOne-off Visitors

Paid Conversion 
Rate  

Paid Offer 
Exposure Rate 

Registration 
Conversion Rate Advocate

NUMBERS THAT MATTER

63% 4.7% 11.5% 2.03% 0.23%

Subscription optimization requires tracking KPIs along the customer journey

71%

RETENTIONCONVERSIONENGAGEMENT
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NUMBERS THAT MATTER

Looking at conversion rate in the aggregate doesn’t tell you much

Paid Conversion 
Rate

0.23%



There’s a 45X difference in known vs. 
anonymous visitor conversion rate

For most media sites, the bulk of non-subscriber registered 

users are people who started checkout and didn’t finish — 

they are checkout abandoners. Which helps explain why the 

conversion rate amongst these users is so high.

0.22%
ANONYMOUS CONVERSION RATE 

9.88%
KNOWN USER CONVERSION RATE



Registered users are more likely to subscribe, but it can take time to convert

Percent converted up to year 
after registration event

Bottom Distribution

Median

Top Distribution

Upper quartile

Lower quartile

2.89%

12.21%

0.53%

1.55%

4.80%



Evolve with your business

Loyal users tend to make up a smaller share of conversions 

for maturing subscription products. This phenomenon means 

that you need to get better at converting worse prospects 

over time.

The good news is many subscription companies succeed at 

this — converting visitors faster as the product gets more 

enticing, with the feature set built out and the pricing and 

marketing strategies honed.



Breadth of referrers is a strong predictor of 
likelihood to subscribe

Visitors coming from multiple referral channels (social, search, 

direct, internal, and external) show dramatically higher 

conversion rates than visitors coming from a single referral 

channel.



Scrutinize points of friction

Understanding the reasons behind this conversion rate gap 

and brainstorming solutions requires dissecting each 

checkout funnel step. 

Streamlining checkout, optimizing mobile UX, and targeting 

promotions to mobile audiences can be used to drive mobile 

users through checkout.



A huge percentage of subscribers are inactive



New and inactive subscribers are both major sources of churn

Bottom Distribution

Median

Top Distribution

Upper quartile

Lower quartile

28.3%

59.2%

6.8%

12.1%

38.2%

Share Active Churn By 1st Day Subscribers

Bottom Distribution

Median

Top Distribution

Upper quartile

Lower quartile

8.6%

32.8%

1.2%

3.7%

16.1%

Share Active Churn By Sleepers



Major news publishers produce thousands of 
articles weekly, but can normally showcase a 
handful at a time.

Many don’t focus enough on discoverability, on making sure 

each reader is seeing articles that are of interest specifically 

to them. Piano ingests and indexes more than 3 million 

articles every day.

Performance Optimized

Deliver what has highest performance within the given placement 

Yield optimizing

Recommend articles with high historical CTR

Collaborative context

People who have read the current article have also read these articles

Behavioral

Articles similar to those the current user has previously read

Contextual

Articles semantically similar to current article

Trending

Articles with the highest number of visitors



Machine learning is better than humans at surfacing the best content

+100%

+  64%

+147%

+  79%

+102%

2.20%

27.05%

0.12%

0.83%

6.15%

Not Auto Optimized

5th percentile

Median

95th percentile

75th percentile

25th percentile

1.34%

10.95%

0.06%

0.41%

3.44%

Auto-Optimized

Click-through rates on 
content recommendations



Subscribers who visit directly are the most 
engaged by far

This chart shows, for subscribers visiting from a particular 

referrer, how many active days they had a visit from that 

referrer over the course of a month. 

What it illustrates is that visiting directly and through email is 

the basis for forming a strong reading habit.



ANALYTICS + ACTIVATION

At Piano, we empower organizations to understand 
and influence customer behavior.

Learn more by reaching out to hello@piano.io


